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1. Trademark
Microsoft, Windows is the registered brand or trademark of Microsoft Corporation located in the United
States for the United States and other countries. Official name of Windows is Microsoft Windows Operating
System.
Bluetooth and its logo mark are the trademarks of Bluetooth SIG, INC., and RORZE CORPORATION is
using it based on a license.

2. Disclaimer
RORZE CORPORATION and MIZOUE PROJECT JAPAN CORPORATION (referred to as “we”
hereinafter) would like you to understand in advance that we are not responsible for the damage which is
caused by the use or the unavailability of this product to customers or the third party.
We also have no legal responsibilities for the damaged which is caused by negligent use, use without
paying attention to descriptions in caution or warning or act of providence. Even though we are informed
such usage in advance, we are not responsible for the damage.
Screen of PC in this English manual is different from the actual one in some cases. We do not compensate
the damage resulting from wrong descriptions in this manual.
Prior to using this product, for the purpose of correct and safe usage, please be sure to read this manual
thoroughly.

3. Cautions on handling this product
(1) Bluetooth
The use frequency band of this product is the 2.4GHz bandwidth. The apparatus for Industry, science, and
medical treatments, such as a microwave oven, the premises radio station for automatic vehicle
identification equipment used by the production line of the factory, etc. (radio station requiring a license), the
specified low power radio station (not requiring a license), and the amateur radio station (requiring a
license) make use of this frequency band.
Use of this product is limited to Japan, South Korea, the U.S., and European Union nations.
In other countries, this product may be unable to be used by the law or the regulation of the country.
As a result of using this product in such a country, it may be punished, but we do not take responsibility for
any damages that occur.
● Before using this product, make sure that the premises radio station for automatic vehicle identification
equipment, the specified low power radio station, and the amateur radio station are not used nearby.
● Immediately changing the use place of this product or stop using this product, when the example of
harmful radio wave interference occurs from this product to the specified low power radio station for
automatic vehicle identification equipment or the amateur radio station.
● Otherwise, contact us for further information when the example of harmful radio wave interference occurs
from this product to the specified low power radio station for automatic vehicle identification equipment or
the amateur radio station, etc.
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3. Cautions on handling this product (continued)
● This product is exchanging data between the wireless 3-axis accelerometer and the wireless sensor amp
via Bluetooth. If the wireless LAN at 2.4GHz is used at a short distance when the distance between
apparatus is widely separated or there are many obstacles which block an electric wave, an electric wave
may become weak and communication may break off.

(2) Rechargeable battery
The lithium secondary battery is used for wireless 3-axis accelerometer.
Although it changes with use conditions, it can charge repeatedly about 500 times.
It is a life of a battery, when operation time gets remarkably short using the fully charged battery or use is
impossible. We don't offer a battery cell replacement.

● Disposal
When the user discards this battery (when you discard at home etc.), insulate the (+) pole and the (-) pole
with an insulating tape for every one battery and discard it as "a used lithium battery" according to the
judgment rule which the cities, towns and villages direct.
When business users discard this battery, disposal should be done properly after business users
themselves contract with an industrial waste disposal manager.

4. Safety precautions
In this manual, the warnings are classified according to severity of danger, as shown in the following table.

WARNING
CAUTION

Indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if ignored,
could result in death or serious injury or damage to the product.
Indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if ignored,
may result in medium or slight injury or damage to the product
and other property.
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WARNING
■Safety precautions
●Do not use the products by connecting other than DEBUGSCOPE.
Connecting to other apparatus may cause a fire or a damage.
●Do not use near the medical equipment.
There is a possibility that radio wave may affect a cardiac pacemaker and electro-medical apparatus.
Please do not use indoor air of a medical institution.
●Use it, separating from the wearing part of a cardiac pacemaker 22 cm or more.
There is a possibility of affecting operation of the pacemaker by radio wave.
●Do not use it near the automatic control apparatus, such as an automatic door and a fire alarm.
A radio wave has influence and there is a possibility of becoming a cause of the accident by malfunction.
●Do not use the products in high humidity or in a dusty environment.
If foreign materials, such as a piece of metal, water or dust invade, it causes ignition or damage or
electric shock in some cases.
●Do not use the products by wet hand.
There is a possibility of electric shock.
●The products should not be used where there is flammable gas, combustible gas or explosive gas
because there is a possibility of ignition.
●Do not disassemble or modify the products. This may cause a fire, an electric shock, a damage
and injuries.
●When abnormal odor, smoke, sound, heat or liquid leakage is confirmed, stop using it immediately,
disconnect USB cable and AC adaptor of main body of DEBUGSCOPE and turn off the power of
wireless 3-axis accelerometer.
Using the products without correcting the cause may cause a fire and an electric shock.
After confirming smoke has stopped, please contact us or our distributors described on the warranty card
for repair.
Do not try to repair the products under any conditions.
●When the wireless 3-axis accelerometer spills liquid from the battery inside it and liquid goes into eyes,
wash fully with clean water, such as tap water, without rubbing. And undergo a doctor's medical treatment
immediately. If it is neglected, there is a possibility of becoming the cause of doing an obstacle to eyes with
liquid.
●Do not charge this product except the specified charger.
●Stop charge, when charge is not completed, even if it exceeds predetermined charge time.
There is a possibility of becoming a cause by which an internal battery generates heat, explodes and
ignites.
●Even when not using the wireless 3-axis accelerometer for a long time, charge it once in six months.
When not charging, by the unusual chemical reaction inside the battery due to excessive electric
discharge, the performance may degrade, the life of a battery may be reduced and it may become a cause
of modification of a battery, a liquid spill, generation of heat, and ignition.
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WARNING
■Safety precautions
●Please do not use the products for applications other than measurement.
●Do not use the products by connecting to the cable other than the attached.
It may cause a damage of the product.
■Handling
●In order to prevent the products from over heat, the products should be used with keeping
ventilation around them.
●Store in a place avoiding direct sunlight and use them.
●Measurement should be done after setting the range to observe the whole waveform.
The products cannot measure precisely even though the voltage is within rating in some cases if
waveform is flame out.
●Turn off the power supply, and connect/disconnect cables to the products.
There is a risk of damaging the products or electric shock.
●It is recommended that the products be operated under low noise conditions.
Measures against noise should be taken if the products are used where a lot of noise from peripheral
device or electromagnetic radiation is expected.
●If the products are placed on unstable place, they may fall and be broken.
Use the wireless 3-axis accelerometer fixed with the screw.
Use the wireless sensor amp after inserting its slide into the slide slot of DEBUGSCOPE.
■When not using
●If this product will not be used for a long time, the sensor cable, the BNC cable and the EXT cable
should be disconnected.
●Switch the power selection switch of wireless 3-axis accelerometer to "Charge/External power" and
turn off the power.
■Maintenance and inspection
●Please contact us or our distributors for maintenance check or failure confirmation.

We shall not be liable for any damages to human body (death or injury) if the damages were caused due to
not following rules listed in the WARNING and CAUTION sections.
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5. Device and accessories
The carton of each product contains the following accessories. Make sure that all items listed below are
provided.
◇Wireless Sensor Amp
MSDB-AMP-BT ････････････････････ 1

BNC Cable (Length: 0.16m) ･･････････ 2

MSDB-AMP-BT
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EXT Cable (Length: 0.5m) ････････････ 1

Warranty ･･････････････････････････ 1
◇Wireless 3-Axis Accelerometer
MSDB-XYZ02-BT･･･････1,

MSDB-XYZ04-BT･･･････1,

MSDB-XYZ08-BT･･･････1
(depending on your model)

Charge Cable (Length: 0.2m) ････････････････ 1
USB2.0 Cable (A to microB)

Warranty ･･････････････････････････ 1
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6. Outline
When measuring vibration, the magnitude of the vibration level can be judged by using a vibration meter,
but it is difficult to investigate the cause of vibration.
If a continuous voltage signal output from this product is displayed as a frequency spectrum with the FFT
(Fast Fourier Transform) viewer of DEBUGSCOPE, you can find which frequency is changed and examine
in what the frequency resulted from.
By using DEBUGSCOPE and this product, you can tune the servo motor and investigate the cause of
vibration, etc.

7. Specification
(1) Wireless 3-Axis Accelerometer
Type

MSDB-XYZ02-BT

MSDB-XYZ04-BT

MSDB-XYZ08-BT

Charge method

Charge using an attached charge cable

Charging current

Approx. 50mA/5VDC

Charge
Internal battery

Lithium secondary battery (70mAh×2)

Operating time

Up to about 3 hours and 20 minutes
(varies depending on radio wave conditions)

Charging time

About 2 hours and 20 minutes

Operating temperature

0 to +50℃ (in case of charge：0 to +45℃)

Operating humidity

5 to 85％ (non-condensing)

Number of axes
Acceleration detection range
Sensitivity (*1)
Accelerometer

Offset

3
±2G

±4G

±8G

64±3LSB/G

32±2LSB/G

16±1LSB/G

(1V/G±5%)

(500mV/G±7%)

(250mV/G±7%)

(*1)

0±0.15G
(0±150mV)

Frequency bandwidth

(0±37.5mV)

DC to 340Hz (@-3dB)

Sampling period

1msec

Certification
Bluetooth

(0±75mV)

Bluetooth Ver.2.0 compliant

Transmitting output

Class2

Communication distance

Up to 10m

Outside dimensions

67.3(W)×35(D)×15(H)mm

Weight

Approx. 30g

*1 For sensitivity and offset, the value in parentheses indicates the output value from MSDB-AMP-BT.
1G=9.80665m/s2
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7. Specification (continued)
(2) Wireless Sensor Amp
Type

MSDB-AMP-BT

Supply voltage

5VDC±3%

Consumption current

160mA (typ.)

Operating temperature

5 to +35℃

Operating humidity

5 to 85% (non-condensing)
Certification

Bluetooth

Output of
sensor signal

Bluetooth Ver.2.0 compliant

Transmitting output

Class2

Communication distance

Up to 10m

Voltage range

-2 to +2V

Resolution

8bit

Sampling period
Communication
function
(EXIT IN)

1msec

Transmission system

RS-232C

Transmission speed

115.2kbps (fixed)

Output signal switching
(MODE switch)

Connection switching
(ID switch)

[XY] CH1: Acceleration (X axis) CH2: Acceleration (Y axis)
[XZ] CH1: Acceleration (X axis) CH2: Acceleration (Z axis)
[YZ] CH1: Acceleration (Y axis) CH2: Acceleration (Z axis)
0
: Automatic connection
1 to E : Connection by address assignment
F
: For inspection

Outside dimensions

117.5(W)×36.9(H)×131(D)mm

Weight

Approx. 180g

*By changing the MODE switch in the wireless sensor amp, acceleration in the XY, XZ or YZ direction
can be measured. (Accelerations in 3 axes cannot be measured simultaneously.)
*About delay in reception of vibration data
Delay time in reception of vibration data is about 200ms to an actual vibration.
Delay time may be prolonged when the distance between the instruments is well separated or when
there are many obstacles which block radio waves.
*Wireless 3-Axis Accelerometer (MSDB-XYZ02-BT, MSDB-XYZ04-BT, MSDB-XYZ08-BT),
Wireless Sensor Amp (MSDB-AMP-BT) are options of DEBUGSCOPE (MSDB01R).
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8. Names and functions of each part
(1) Wireless 3-Axis Accelerometer (MSDB-XYZ02-BT/MSDB-XYZ04-BT/MSDB-XYZ08-BT)
１ Center position of accelerometer

1

For details of the center position of accelerometer, refer to
"Dimensions of Wireless 3-Axis Accelerometer" on the next page.
２ Power selection switch
Charge/External power

Internal battery

・While the external power supply is connected, charge to the
2

internal battery is performed simultaneously.
・The power supply will be turned off, if you change this switch to
"Charge/External power" after disconnecting a USB plug.
When this unit is not used, keep it in this state.

３ Indicator (Red/Green)
< When using External power >
Display state

Situation

Red/Green 1-second interval blink

Under charge / Bluetooth not connected

Red/Green 3-second interval blink

Under charge / Bluetooth connected

Green

1-second interval blink

Charge completed / Bluetooth not connected

Green

1-second interval blink

Charge completed / Bluetooth connected

< When using Internal battery >
Display state

Situation

Green

1-second interval blink

Bluetooth not connected

Green

3-second interval blink

Bluetooth connected

BLACK OUT

Automatic power off by battery consumption

４ Connector for charge
Charge from USB port of PC using an attached charge cable.
Charge is required, when LED does not blink after switching to "Internal battery".
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3

4

8. Names and functions of each part (continued)
-X

When a sensor head stands it still and gravity is not applied,
+Z

the signal of each axis output from the wireless sensor amp

+Y

shows 0V.
If it moves in any direction or gravity is applied to it, the voltage
proportional to acceleration will be output.
+X

-Y

For example, when gravity is applied in -Z direction of the
sensor, it is equivalent that the sensor accelerates by 1G in +Z
direction. Therefore, in case of MSDB-XYZ02-BT, 1V is output

-Z

to the output channel of Z.

Relation of sensor motion and each axis

Accelerometer

(mm)
Dimensions of Wireless 3-Axis Accelerometer
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8. Names and functions of each part (continued)
(2) Wireless Sensor Amp (MSDB-AMP-BT)
1

3

4

2

Front of MSDB-AMP-BT

8
5

6

7
EXT IN
ID
E F01

45

AB

23

CD

MODE

6789

XY XZ YZ

Back of MSDB-AMP-BT

１

Indicator (POWER) : Green
Blinks when power is supplied.

２

Indicator (STATUS) : Red/Orange/Yellow
Status of LED

Connection status

Lighting up in red

No connection

Blinking at high speed in red

Searching the wireless 3-axis accelerometer

Blinking in red

Scanning the wireless 3-axis accelerometer
(trying to connect)

Lighting up in orange

No signal reception after connecting

BLACK OUT

Connected (acceleration small)

Yellow

Connected (acceleration large)

３

Signal output (CH1) : -2 to +2V

４

Signal output (CH2) : -2 to +2V
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8. Names and functions of each part (continued)
５

MODE switch
Signal output
５ Setting

６

３ CH1

４ CH2

XY

Acceleration (X)

Acceleration (Y)

XZ

Acceleration (X)

Acceleration (Z)

YZ

Acceleration (Y)

Acceleration (Z)

ID switch
６ Setting

0

1 to E

F
７

Connection method
Automatic connection
Tries to connect to the last connection place first.
If cannot connect, it will search and connect to the "Wireless 3-axis
accelerometer" first found.
Connection by address assignment
Assign Bluetooth Device Address of "Wireless 3-axis accelerometer"
used beforehand to 1 - E.
Specify Bluetooth Device Address corresponding to ID switch, and
connect.
Used for inspection and nothing can be connected.

EXT IN connector
Connect with the EXT terminal of DEBUGSCOPE through the attached EXT cable.
Pin

８

Function

1

5V IN

2, 5, 8

GND

4

Connect (connected to GND inside)

6

RXD (RS-232C reception)

7

TXD (RS-232C transmission)

Insert this into the slot on DEBUGSCOPE to unite.
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8. Names and functions of each part (continued)
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MSDB-AMP-BT

(mm)
Dimensions of Wireless Sensor Amp
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9. Connection
Wireless Sensor Amp
BNC cable

BNC cable

DEBUGSCOPE(MSDB01R)

Front

Wireless Sensor Amp
EXT cable

EXT IN
ID
1
E F0

45

AB

23

CD

MODE

6789

XY XZ YZ

POWER

DC5V

USB

DEBUGSCOPE

Back

Cautions when connecting
８．基本設定

Do not turn on power to DEBUGSCOPE until all connections are completed.
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10. Preparation for using this product
1 Charge
Before using the wireless 3-axis accelerometer, you should charge it.
For charging, the wireless 3-axis accelerometer is charged using the attached charge cable.
Change the power selection switch in the side of wireless 3-axis accelerometer to "Charge/External
power", connect the charge cable to the USB port of PC and the charge connector of wireless 3-axis
accelerometer, and charge it.

Charge/External power

Internal battery

During charging, LED blinks in red / green, and if charging is completed, LED will blink in green.
It takes up to about 2 hours and 20 minutes to charge the battery at full.

2 Start the DEBUGSCOPE software after installing
Install the software and the driver by referring to the instruction manual of DEBUGSCOPE and make
sure that the main software starts normally. Refer to the instruction manual of DEBUGSCOPE for the
connection method and the usage.

3 Connect wireless sensor amp with DEBUGSCOPE
① Once, turn off the power of DEBUGSCOPE.
② Link the wireless sensor amp, inserting its slide into
the slide slot of DEBUGSCOPE. The wireless sensor
amp is the upper part.
③ Connect the BNC cable and the EXT cable. (Both
cables are attached to the wireless sensor amp.)

Wireless Sensor Amp
BNC cable

BNC cable

DEBUGSCOPE(MSDB01R)

Front

Wireless Sensor Amp
EXT cable

EXT IN
MODE

ID
45

C
AB D

23

E F01

6789

XY XZ YZ

POWER

DC5V

USB

DEBUGSCOPE

Back
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10. Preparation for using this product (continued)
4 Pairing of wireless 3-axis accelerometer and wireless sensor amp
① Turn on the power of DEBUGSCOPE and wireless 3-axis accelerometer.
Do not start the DEBUGSCOPE software.

② Start "btconfig.exe".
When the software is started, the search of peripheral wireless 3-axis accelerometers is
performed automatically and the found device is displayed on Search result view.
Moreover, the information on wireless 3-axis accelerometer that has already been paired with
wireless sensor amp is read.

Message under search
③ The 12-digit number displayed on Search result view is the number written on the name plate of
wireless 3-axis accelerometer. Drag and drop the number of wireless 3-axis accelerometer which
you want to register to the place where you want in the Pairing list.
Switch 01 to 0E corresponds to ID switch on the back of wireless sensor amp.
(Up to 14-set registration is possible)
“Search again” button

Close button

Pairing list
Registration release button

Search result view
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10. Preparation for using this product (continued)
④ Click Close button and terminate the software.
Close button

When the software is terminated, the registered changes are transmitted to wireless sensor amp
and stored by nonvolatile memory.
*When nothing is displayed on Search result view, click "Search again" button and search again.
Depending on circumference environment, it may be hard to search it.
*If you want to cancel the registration, select it from the pairing list and click "Release" button.
*Wireless 3-axis accelerometer already registered cannot be registered.
When you want to register to another ID switch, once canceling registration, and register again.

5 Performing basic setting
① Set ID switch in the back of wireless sensor amp to the number registered by 4, and set MODE to
the direction which you want to measure.

*ID switch "0" is for automatic connection. The wireless sensor amp tries to connect to the last
connected device first. If it cannot connect, it will search and connect to the "Wireless 3-axis
accelerometer" first found.
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10. Preparation for using this product (continued)
② Start the main software and perform setting according to the sensor type.

Sensor type

DEBUGSCOPE
Input type setting

Wireless 3-Axis Accelerometer ±2G
(MSDB-XYZ02-BT)

Accelerometer 2G

Wireless 3-Axis Accelerometer ±4G
(MSDB-XYZ04-BT)

Accelerometer 4G

Wireless 3-Axis Accelerometer ±8G
(MSDB-XYZ08-BT)

Accelerometer 8G

MODE switch

[XY] CH1 : X, CH2 : Y
[XZ] CH1 : X, CH2 : Z
[YZ] CH1 : Y, CH2 : Z

*When using a wireless 3-axis accelerometer and removing a DC component caused by gravity,
set input coupling of DEBUGSCOPE to "AC".

6 Measurement
Measurement will be possible if a wireless 3-axis accelerometer is fixed to a measurement object.
When two or more sets are registered into wireless sensor amp, it is possible to change a
measurement object because it can change the connected wireless 3-axis accelerometer by
changing ID switch.
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11. Specification of pairing software "btconfig.exe"
1 Hardware requirements
Item

Hardware requirements

OS

Microsoft Windows XP (32b i t )
Microsoft Windows Vista (32b i t /64b i t * 1 )
Microsoft Windows 7 (32b i t /64b i t * 1 )
Microsoft Windows 8 (32b i t /64b i t )* 1

Display

1024×768 pixels or above and color 16 bits or above

Communication I/F

USB

Other software

DEBUGSCOPE software should be already installed.

* 1 :Version 1.03 or later.
2 Part names
“Search again” button

Close button

Pairing list
Registration release button

Search result view

3 Processing at start up
If this software is started, a setting file required in order to communicate with wireless sensor amp
will be read, and initialization of connected apparatus will be performed.
Then, the search of wireless 3-axis accelerometers is performed, and further readout
(synchronization) of the information already set to the non-volatility memory is performed.
Starting this software to perform these processes automatically.
While the above-mentioned operation is processed, the following dialog is displayed.
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11. Specification of pairing software "btconfig.exe" (continued)
4 Search of wireless 3-axis accelerometer
The search of peripheral wireless 3-axis accelerometers is performed, and the found device is
displayed on Search result view. When this software is started, this processing is performed
automatically. It is also performed when "Search again" button is clicked.

5 Synchronization
The information currently written in wireless sensor amp (that is, pairing information) is read out,
and it is compared with the search result of wireless 3-axis accelerometer. The following
processes are performed in this check.
1. As a result of the search, if pairing registration of the wireless accelerometer has already
finished, it sets to "Registration impossible".
2. As a result of the search, if pairing registration of the wireless accelerometer has not finished
yet, it sets to "Registration possible".
Wireless 3-axis accelerometer already registered cannot be registered. If you want to register to
another ID switch, once canceling registration, and register again.

6 Re-search
If you click "Search again" button, the re-search of wireless 3-axis accelerometer will be
performed. As a result of the re-search, Search result view will be updated.

7 Registration of wireless 3-axis accelerometer
Only the numbers with registration possible among the wireless 3-axis accelerometers currently
displayed on Search result view can be registered.
If you register wireless 3-axis accelerometer to the pairing list, drag and drop the number of
wireless 3-axis accelerometer displayed on Search result view to the place where you want on the
pairing list. Up to 14-set registration is possible.
If it is registered to the pairing list, the device displayed on Search result view will be set to
"Registration impossible".

8 Release of registration of wireless 3-axis accelerometer
In order to cancel the registration of wireless 3-axis accelerometer, select the number of wireless
3-axis accelerometer which you want to cancel on the pairing list, and click "Release" button.

9 Save of change
When this software is terminated, the registration change of wireless 3-axis accelerometer is
automatically transmitted to the wireless sensor amp. At this time, not only a change part but all
the data is transmitted.
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11. Specification of pairing software "btconfig.exe" (continued)
10

Termination of software
When you terminate this software, click "x" button in upper right corner of the window. At this time,
the current setting contents are automatically transmitted to wireless sensor amp.

11

Error display
●When DEBUGSCOPE main software or the maintenance software has started, if "btconfig.exe"
is started, the following error is shown.
Terminate DEBUGSCOPE main software or maintenance software and start "btconfig.exe".

●When "btconfig.exe" has started, if DEBUGSCOPE main software or the maintenance software is
started, the following error is shown.
Terminate "btconfig.exe" and start DEBUGSCOPE main software or maintenance software.

●When the following error is shown, DEBUGSCOPE is not ready.
Make sure that the power of DEBUGSCOPE is ON, and that USB cable and wireless sensor amp
are correctly connected.
When there is no problem in the above, check whether the main software and the driver are
normally installed.
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